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Part
Number

Hose
Size Length Weight

(lbs.)
Sling
Width

Sling Overall 
Length

Rated
Capacity

Replacement 
Sling PN

HB-300 3” 9-3/4” 2.50 1-3/4” 30-1/2” 1500 HBBS-300
HB-400 4” 11-1/2” 3.75 1-3/4” 34-1/2” 1500 HBBS-400
HB-600 6” 21-1/2” 13.75 4” 39” 8000 HBBS-600
HB-800 8” 30” 29.75 6” 50” 12000 HBBS-800

HB-1000 10” 41” 53.00 8” 62” 15000 HBBS-1000

No.  HB - HOSEBUN

Description:  Hosebuns are composed of a red polymer and used with latex-treated yellow web slings uniquely 
engineered for each specific model.  Sling rated capacities are established using a 5-to-1 safety factor.  All 
slings are to be used in a choker hitch position to eliminate hose slippage.

Hosebuns increased productivity and reduced hose costs.  The curvature prevents hose collapse by supply-
ing recommended curvature of the hose, allowing an uninterrupted flow of material through the hose.  Design 
features include: moisture drainage troughs that readily allow the hose to breathe, and friction ribs to prevent 
the hose from slipping.  Reduces premature hose failures, thus increasing the life of the hose and decreas-
ing the cost of replacement.  Offers fast implementation with no special tools and low ongoing maintenance.  
Reduces fire and explosion hazards with non-sparking, non-conductive, static-free construction.  Slings are 
easily replaced when worn or damaged.  Increased awareness with high visibility safety red colors.  Increased 
control during rigging changes and adjustments.  Reduces risk to personnel working under or near a hoisted 
hose.

Hosebuns are manufactured to meet the standards of a comprehensive quality control program and the stan-
dards of independent regulatory bodies.  With a reduced chance of costly cleanup, the liabilities of a liquid 
terminal operator are significantly minimized.

Hosebuns properly selected for the job and correctly installed, provide years of maintenance-free service.

Part
Number

Hose
Size

Sling
Width Length Rated

Capacity
LHH-400 4” 4” 3’ 6” 3000
LHH-600 6” 6” 4’ 6” 4000
LHH-800 8” 8” 6’ 5000

LHH-1000 10” 10” 9’ 6000
LHH-1200 12” 12” 11’ 7000

No.  LHH - HOSE HANDLING SLING

These hose handling slings are used to handle hoses to help prevent kinking, crushing and cutting of the hose.  
This is accomplished by distributing the load evenly over the width of the sling.  The sling is designed for use in 
a choker hitch only.  Variations of width and length are available.
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